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BD 4054 received 01.06.1947

Passing on the divine Word to the new earth ....

Just a small flock will await My coming before Judgment Day; there will only be
a few people whom I can call My Own, who remain strong in faith and confess
Me before the world, and who will therefore be persecuted in every way and
would have to fear for their lives if they had no spiritual vision and were not
spiritually minded. But this small congregation will know about the end, it will
expect Me with profound faith and therefore will devotedly endure the extreme
time of hardship. It will confess Jesus as Son of God before the world and thus
I will lift them up to Me and provide them with a heavenly place to stay until
they may return to the restructured earth .... This small flock has the task to
pass My Word on to their descendants, so that it will be offered again just as
unadulterated as I conveyed it to people and remain the fundamental teaching
of Christianity on the new earth. For I will continue to take care of My Own,
which include all who accept My will, who aspire to reach Me and therefore act
with love, since their desire for Me is already a manifestation of their feeling of
love which also expresses itself towards their neighbour. Thus they will fulfil My
commandments, and they will also receive My Word from Me, either directly
or indirectly.

My Word comprises the teaching that Jesus Christ preached on earth because
He was permeated by My spirit of love, since the human being Jesus had
already found union with Me on earth. And in order for people to achieve the
complete union with Me on the new earth they have to be informed of Christ’s
teaching. Thus the pure truth, which is presently offered to you humans from
the heavens, has to be taken along as My Word onto the new earth, where its
utmost profoundness and wisdom will be recognised as a message from above,
as a direct instruction from God. For that reason it will remain the fundamental
teaching for a long time, until people become more materially minded again
and make corrections and changes to My Word once again. This is already the
next cause of digression from their knowledge and will darken their state of
mind, which determines Me to send My Word to earth once more. But for the
time being it will remain pure and reach many people. Every Word will be
acknowledged as My gift and people will love and serve Me, they will love each
other and be happy on earth. For they will live in constant contact with Me and
are therefore also recipients of light and strength, because My proximity will
result in making them strong and wise, as I promised ....

Amen
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BD 4055 received 03.06.1947

Fatherly Words to His servants on Earth ....

All your worries will become invalid if you consider how close it is to the
end. Anyone who has decided to work for the spiritual kingdom should always
remember his assigned task and how much determination he will need if he
wants to accomplish this task fully. And so he should only ever strive to receive
greater willpower, he should turn to Me and request it and I will truly not fail
to answer his prayer, I will influence his thoughts, guide his will in the right
direction and thus show him the path to Me which he will take because he will
be drawn by My love .... Having handed himself over to Me he will have become
My possession, and once I possess something I will never release it again, I will
ever more powerfully draw it higher, and since I constantly walk by its side I will
not let it go astray, supporting and holding it when it is at risk of falling. That
which is My Own can confidently walk every step on earth, for I will spread My
hands under its feet and carry it across all cliffs of life. On account of its will it
will have become part of Me, and that which is My Own cannot go astray again.
For this reason you must accept all changes in your circumstances, you must
recognise My will in everything that comes upon you and know that My love
takes special care of you and determines My intervention if the world wants
to push itself into the foreground with the intention of captivating you. Travel
your path without worry and don’t forget that I will always walk with you, that
I will guide you along flowery paths because My love also wants to grant you
joy on earth, but that you will have to walk across thorns and thistles as well
because My wisdom knows that it will benefit your soul. And thus always let Me
be your constant guide and companion, call upon Me if you come to a crossroad
and don’t know which way to go, and you will clearly feel that I stand next to
you and gently push you on the path you should pursue until the end .... which
will lead you to Me, into the spiritual kingdom where you can expect the bliss
and peace you will never ever find on earth ....

Amen

BD 4058 received 07.06.1947

Difficult living conditions ....
God’s guidance and help ....

Entirely different living conditions will also necessitate an entirely different way
of life and people will find themselves faced by tasks which seem impossible
for them to accomplish and yet they have to be solved because they are vital for
their survival. And this is when My Own will have to prove themselves, that is,
they will have to test the strength of faith and utterly trustingly wait for My help,
and they will be helped. This is the time when profoundly faithful people will
bear witness to the unbelievers as to what the devout human being can achieve
if he trusts in God’s help, if he hands himself over to Me with profound faith
and confides his severe adversity to Me in prayer. They will receive help and life
will become bearable for them, although still very difficult. Yet I also gave them
the promise which I want to remind you of now: that I will shorten the days for
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My Own’s sake. And thus the hour comes ever closer when I will come in the
clouds, and this second coming of Mine will signify true salvation for My Own
who will find themselves in grave difficulties and require My obvious help ....
As long as they still live on earth they will also be exposed to suffering, i.e., they
will not be entirely insensitive as yet to harassments and threats from the world.
Yet the strength of their faith will let them bear all suffering more easily, even if
now and then it will affect them quite severely.

And thus people will divide themselves into two camps, those who do not
believe and therefore have little contact with the spiritual world, and those
whose contact with Me means everything to them and who will not start
anything without first appealing for My blessing and who therefore will also
clearly recognise My guidance, since due to their love for Me they also sense
My presence within them and My presence always signifies strength and thus
makes it easier to overcome that which is a far greater burden for people without
My strength. And then My Own will recognise each other by their strength
of faith, they will unite and console each other with the coming of the Lord
.... Full of hope they will anticipate Me and yearn for Me in their love, they
will firmly believe in My coming, and I will not disappoint their faith and help
them where help is necessary, and I will come to fetch them when the adversity
becomes unbearable, so that they will not fall away from Me, so that they will
remain steadfast until the end and be able to enter the paradise of the new earth,
because they remained loyal to Me even in their greatest adversity ....

Amen

BD 4061 received 11.06.1947

The work of God’s servants concerning formal believers ....
The church of Christ ....

Your particular task is to influence the many believers who feel affiliated to
the church and yet cannot be regarded as belonging to My church, for they no
longer stand on the foundation of faith. They have built their church on sand,
which will give way under their feet if their faith is to be tested. They deem
themselves devout and also profess with their lips what the church tells them to
believe. Nevertheless, they are not deeply convinced of any religious doctrine,
they would be unable to completely agree with any one if they seriously had to
form an opinion of it. And this conventional faith, which was merely accepted
and will not be abandoned for the sake of the outside world is almost worse
than unbelief, for an unbelieving person can be provided with explanations in
form of discussions, even disputes, whereas the former offers little opportunity
of informing him because he will only profess everything again with his lips and
yet is far removed from becoming a convinced representative of that which he
acknowledges with his mouth. And he will belong to those who fall away when
the decision of faith is demanded of him. For only then will he give his opinion
about controversial issues and, not having any knowledge and consequently no
realisation of the significance and value of a true faith, he will totally ignorantly
relinquish that which is most valuable, the faith in Me as Creator of heaven
and earth, the faith in Jesus Christ as Redeemer of the world and the faith
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in the continuation of life after death, which would motivate him to live an
appropriately responsible life on earth, which he owes to Me as Father and
Judge of eternity. But they will find no mercy before My eyes, for many times
they are offered the opportunity to penetrate religious truths and to acquire a
living faith, yet they accept no instructions and neither do they openly declare
their opposing points of view but only ever leave their fellow human beings
under the impression that they belong to the church which I founded on earth
as a human being.

I summed up the faithful congregation with the Word ‘My church’ and will
only ever consider those people as belonging to My church who call a living
faith their own, for My church is not a worldly organisation, it cannot be
externally recognised but is merely the union of believing people on earth,
it is My congregation which, although it is small, is extremely dear to Me.
The formal believers, however, stand outside the circuit of My flow of love,
nevertheless, they can join My congregation at any time when that which they
believe themselves to be has become reality, when they own a living faith and
are very happy with possessing it. And a sign of a living faith is the fact that they
gladly speak about divine matters, that they look for and enthusiastically hold
spiritual conversations and that they provide clarifications where their fellow
human beings are still in the dark. For once someone belongs to My church he
will also appreciate My treasures, he will know about the significance of the
time and the approaching end. He will remain loyal to My church for there
is nothing left on earth that would be desirable for him. The living faith has
opened this knowledge up for him, and he knows the alarming ramifications of
a conventional faith, of the soul’s fate in the beyond, subsequently he will do
whatever it takes to draw people’s attention to the danger they are in; he will try
to make them understand it so that they will still be able to gain a living faith in
the last hour. But whether it is successful entirely depends on the human being’s
will, the freedom of which shall not be curtailed if the soul is to ascend. And yet
it is your task to influence the formal believers as much as possible since they
are, after all, in greatest danger and are therefore in need of help because they
lack realisation, and wherever help is necessary it shall be given, so that no-one
can say that the blessings of divine mercy had bypassed him .... I want to help all
people, but whether My help is accepted is determined by people themselves,
and I let them keep their freedom ....

Amen
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BD 4065 received 18.06.1947

Pre-ordained course of life - Destiny corresponding to will ....

Every path is pre-ordained even though you believe to have chosen it yourselves.
Although you apparently determine your course of life yourselves because you
can, at times, plan it in accordance with your will, but I have known of this
will since eternity and have taken it into account, and therefore your destiny
corresponds to your will; which means, that your life develops in a way that
your will can turn towards Me and has ample opportunity to acknowledge Me.
However, how your will decides is entirely up to you, I won’t compel it or you
would not need to live your life in the first place if I wanted perfect entities
by means of force. My only goal is to enable the spirit to achieve the highest
possible maturity of soul on earth but meet with all-round resistance.
Yet human beings cannot alter the course of their life and thus have to submit
to everything if they want to achieve spiritual benefit. Every resistance, every
complaint and grumble reduces your psychological success because it testifies
of a will that is still in opposition to Me or has very little perception of Him,
Who gave you your life. If you would know Me as the Eternal Love you would
also know that I would not let you suffer unless it is necessary for the salvation
of your soul.
This is why you should suffer and endure and place your earthly life into My
hands, live each day without worry but do not exclude Me from your thoughts,
then I will guide you and, truly, your life shall not be in vain. One day you
will thank Me even for the difficult hours and days since they benefit your soul
far more than quiet, carefree days. I know this, I know your soul’s degree of
maturity, I know your will, your weaknesses and your faith, and I let everything
happen so that no day needs to be lived unsuccessfully, that you can mature in
a short time and reach your goal while you are still on earth ....

Amen

BD 4069 received 25.06.1947

Doubting God’s existence in the end time ....

It requires an exceptionally keen intellect to scientifically prove that God’s
existence can be doubted or denied. And the attempt will be made to solve this
biggest problem by scientific means .... the question: Does God exist? .... That
humanity is deliberating this most important question is also a sign of the end
time, but far more in a negative sense, since people are willing to partake in this
controversial issue and its line of argument because their faith, if it exists at all,
is very weak and the slightest reason suffices to shake it ....
Does God exist? ....
No question is more important, and providing it is asked seriously by seeking
people I Am prepared to enlighten them so that the seeker will be truly satisfied
with the knowledge he receives and which he now also confidently upholds.
However, if the question is not raised by seekers but by people who think they
know better, who only accept the answer which suits them, and who do not
want to prove that I Am but that I Am not, they will never arrive at a truthful
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result, in spite of sound evidence. They already belong to the opposing power
which wants to take over the reign itself and push Me aside .... And this is the
beginning of the end, because according to the law of eternity I will strip My
adversary of his power as soon as he oversteps his legitimate limit, which will be
the case when he attempts to displace Me entirely from people’s thoughts ....
The battle for Me will be harsh, impressive words intend to convince My Own
that they are chasing after a figment of imagination, all religious dogmas and
doctrines will be pulled to pieces and not entirely steadfast people will gradually
suffer defeat, because the adversary knows how to use his words effectively. And
since the majority of people lack knowledge, since they are spiritually blind
themselves, they cannot detect the adversary’s inaccuracy, but they cannot look
for and find the truth within themselves either. And they will falter and fall if
they do not join Me in the last hour, if they do not (in the last hour) ask Me
for clarification which I very gladly grant to anyone who asks, providing he is
of good will and wants what is right and truthful. But anyone who trusts in
himself, who wants to solve this most important problem intellectually as well,
will get lost in the darkness because he is chasing a deceptive light, he believes
the convincing words of worldly scholars and admires their keen intellect and
conclusions, and he will abandon Me .... and condemn himself ....
And because I know of this conflict since eternity, because I want to help the
weak as well as those who are looking for Me, I Am bringing them the truth in
advance. And anyone who applies this truth, who becomes worthy to receive it
and voluntarily aspires for it will outshine the keen intellect of worldly scholars,
he will become knowledgeable, he will receive the ability to reason, his spirit
will become enlightened, and nothing will be able to take away his faith, his
conviction, because he is taught by Me Myself and has the evidence that I Am
and that I want to win all My living creations for eternity .... And he will remain
loyal to Me until the end ....

Amen

BD 4073 received 30.06.1947

Luminous appearance in the sky ....
The cross of Jesus Christ ....

Pay heed to the occurrences of the last days. And thus you will soon become
aware of changes in nature; you will be able to observe a peculiar power-play,
a phenomenon which will make you think, if you regard it with the right
attitude towards Me, the Creator, Who also causes these appearances to take
place in order to turn all people’s attention to Himself. And you will notice
that only few people have the right attitude towards Me, that most try to
explain everything in a worldly sense and are not especially impressed by
extraordinary manifestations. This luminous sign will show itself during the
day, it will be visible in the sky without prior warning and will not permit any
other interpretation than a reference to Christ’s act of Salvation, because it is
in the shape of a cross with the unmistakable face of the Redeemer. And this
luminous phenomenon will give rise to much debate, and now My servants
should prepare themselves since this manifestation will be the beginning, it is
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more or less intended for all people, because it can be seen by all. But how
differently it will be regarded and how little it will be understood ....
I will cause a visible sign to appear in the sky and yet find very little attention;
I will place the work of Salvation before their eyes that they may believe in
Jesus Christ and become blessed, but their faith in Him will be as good as gone
and will no longer be found or strengthened either, in spite of this luminous
appearance. Because humanity has become too worldly minded and does not
want to believe, because they would like to evade all responsibility which they
could not do if they had faith in Christ. And thus, this luminous appearance
will again be a sign from heaven, a sign of the last days, for only a few people.
Although many will indeed be seized by inner unrest it will soon give way to
tense attention which, however, is only due to the appearance as such. They
will not believe that it is related to the forthcoming end and will merely mock
the believers, who will proclaim these predictions to their fellow human beings
so that they can prepare themselves for the end. They will find little belief
and yet may not slow down in their work for My kingdom, because such
opportunities are a special grace for people on earth to reflect and consider the
thought of possible intercession by supernatural forces through extraordinary
natural phenomena, that the appearance will have been planned by Me to
remind people of the end. Science will provide an explanation which will also
be accepted, but anyone with spiritual aspiration will recognise Me therein and
will cheer and rejoice in view of the imminent end. Because the world will have
nothing more to offer him yet his heart will be full of hope for life after death,
and he will long for the last hour which will release him from earthly hardship,
as I promised, that I will come in the clouds to take My Own home into My
kingdom. He will know that the hour has arrived when earthly tribulations
increase and no more worldly help can be expected. Then I will shorten the days
so that My Own will remain faithful and endure to the end ....

Amen

BD 4082 received 11.07.1947

‘With God nothing is impossible ....’

Where all earthly help fails God’s love is often clearly revealed, which makes
even the seemingly impossible happen so that people will learn to believe in
Him and love Him above all else. There is no limit to God’s power, what He
wants will happen. Thus there is nothing that would be unattainable because
with God everything is possible. And so people frequently suffer unnecessarily
throughout their earthly life, for if they want to be able to achieve extraordinary
things they need only ask God for help. He can always help, and He will
always help. But they can only acquire this faith by practising neighbourly love,
because every good deed establishes the connection with Him thereby ensuring
the acceptance of strength which, being God’s emanation, also has to lead back
to Him again. And thus a person must learn to believe, and he will be able do
so if he genuinely strives to ascend.
In the last days before the end the most amazing things will happen which
seem to be supernatural but are merely the result of a person’s will and his
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strength of faith. In this rests the whole explanation for everything that seems
incomprehensible to you but which is, in fact, only the result of a right way of
life before God. Hence it is not enough that people formally call themselves
Christians, that they profess the church they belong to, if they don’t exemplify
their Christianity and, by their way of life, demonstrate that they belong to the
community of believers who represent the true church of Christ. Living faith
and active neighbourly love is required in order to activate the strength of the
spirit. But then the human being has extraordinary strength at his disposal,
because he is permeated by God’s strength which has no limitation. Therefore
a person can accomplish exceptional things with God’s strength, just as God
can also manifest Himself by providing the kind of help which appears to be
supernatural, because it frequently happens when no further hope for help
exists. With God nothing is impossible ....
Time and again a person should remind himself of this in every difficult
situation, then his faith will become so strong that there will be no more
hardship for him. Through his attitude towards God, through his profoundly
firm faith in His help, he will banish every adversity and thus calmly face every
difficulty. And then God will certainly help him since he will never let a strong
faith be destroyed. With God nothing is impossible .... He can accomplish
whatever He wants, and He will accomplish everything if His children call
upon Him as their loving Father and trust in Him without reservation. Then He
will provide for all their needs and help them in all earthly troubles and difficult
situations. For He is a God of love, and love will always give help because it
wants to bestow happiness ....

Amen

BD 4096 received 03.08.1947

Serious admonitions about Christian neighbourly love ....

Recognise your weaknesses and try to resolve them .... don’t become impatient
when you should put yourselves into another person’s position, and be lenient
.... don’t hurt his feelings, and take the commandment of love seriously when
your neighbour needs your active help or encouraging words .... Don’t provide
any reason for argument but kind-heartedly try to find agreement, take My
example, I Who approached all people with a loving heart to win them over.
And thus you, too, should always try to win the other person’s heart; you should
leave nothing undone that could awaken love, for full understanding of the
other person’s weaknesses can only manifest itself in love. And thus each one
of you should do this to the other, leave no opportunity unused to please with a
kind word or a loving action, for if you avoid hurting your neighbour, if you give
him inner peace, you will do a truly Christian deed of neighbourly love which
will benefit you, for you will thereby strengthen him physically and spiritually.
He will be placed into a state of love himself, he will feel love in return, and he
will not fail to put his love into action. He will lessen his selfish love ....
Be patient and gentle, meek and humble, and your life will become easier,
for love is the best weapon against animosity, and love forgives and endures,
it gives and makes happy, it unites hearts, it heals wounds and will never be
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without understanding of the other person’s weaknesses and faults and will
finally triumph nevertheless, for love is strength which achieves whatever it
wants ....

Amen

BD 4104 received 13.08.1947

God’s will - voice of the heart ....
Inner urging ....

I will place the feeling as to what you should and shouldn’t do into the heart
of those of you whom I love because you strive towards Me. And if you entrust
yourselves to Me in prayer, if you confide your worries or thoughts to Me, you
will feel it in your heart and whatever you then feel urged or desire to do, that
is what you should do and it will be right before My eyes. If you commend
yourselves to Me in prayer you will no longer be able to sin, for then I will no
longer let you become sinful. If you appeal to Me for My protection I will grant
it to you, and then you can confidently rely on the voice of your heart, that is,
you can do what your heart desires. I Am your Father, I want you to come to
Me with complete trust, and I truly want to provide for you like a loving father
does, I want to give to you what makes you happy, providing it does not cause
you damage. And since you yourselves are unable to judge what is beneficial
for you and detrimental to the soul, you should come to Me and totally hand
yourselves over to Me, tell Me your problems, be they of a spiritual or earthly
nature, and I shall answer you, that is, I shall place My will into your heart so
that you will want to do what is right and also be able to accomplish it. And thus
you can come to Me with all concerns, you will never be left without an answer,
for I will place it into your heart. You just have to pay attention to the voice in
your heart, you ought to know that every inner urging is always the influence
of forces which want to persuade you to accomplish something or to leave it.
Forces of darkness will want to tempt you into committing a sin, forces of light
into actions which are pleasing to Me. Let the forces of light gain influence
over you, then you will never be able to sin. And hand yourselves over to these
forces whenever you seek to make contact with Me in prayer, whenever you
communicate with Me and always consult Me with all your problems. I love My
living creations and My only goal is their salvation of soul. And where there is
no danger of this I will grant them everything, even earthly pleasures, if they
do not detract from spiritual striving. Yet I always want to be your Mentor, you
should always leave the decision to Me and, after heartfelt prayer, ask your heart
and it will truly guide you correctly ....

Amen
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BD 4107 received 19.08.1947

‘He that keepeth My commandments ....
to him I will come and manifest Myself ....’

Let Me speak to you in all places, at all times and in all situations of life, in joy and
in suffering, in hardship and worry of body and soul by turning your thoughts
to Me and desiring to hear My voice .... And I will speak to you, and everyone
who expects My communication shall hear Me. For I have promised you that I
will manifest Myself to the one who loves Me and keeps My commandments,
who thus strives towards Me and lives a life of love .... Anyone who fulfils My
commandment will also recognise My Word, he will accept My revelations and
be joyful in the knowledge that I Am talking to him. The awareness of hearing
Words of love from Me will make him happy, he will strive towards Me even
more sincerely and ever more longingly listen to My Word in silence, he will
open his heart to Me and I Myself will enter him, I will take abode in his heart,
I will unite with him and remain in constant communication with him. This is
the state every person on earth should strive for, to be in constant contact with
Me, to mentally establish this bond and, in blissful unity with Me, to relish
My flesh and My blood, that is, to accept the strength of My Word. Once you
have reached this state on earth you can confidently consider yourselves as My
children, you can come with every concern like a child to its father, you may
know yourselves loved by Me and need not be afraid or feel abandoned in any
earthly adversity for then I will constantly be with you, I will safeguard every
step you take, I will guide and protect you and grant every wish you request of
Me in spirit and in truth.
I will hear your call, regardless of how secretly it is being sent up to Me .... For I
love those of you who have the will to come to Me. And since I Am connected
to you by greater than great love I will not allow you to go astray if, faced by
a crucial decision, you don’t know which way to turn. I will very gently push
you towards the right path, I will take you by your hand so that you will not
stumble, I will illuminate the path if it gets dark and you are no longer able
to recognise it properly. And time and again you may be permitted to hear My
voice which intends to give you the assurance that I Myself Am with you. You
should only look upon the earth as a stage of transition in order to achieve on it
the degree which allows for My presence. However, once you have achieved this
you no longer need to fear anything of an earthly nature, for then you will be
earmarked as aspirants for the spiritual kingdom and they will infallibly attain
their goal. Consequently, don’t be afraid of that which will still be imposed upon
you in an earthly way, because it is only temporary and will just last a very short
period of time, which you will no longer have to go through on your own but in
constant company with Me you will also be protected from all harm. The hearts
in which I have taken abode belong to Me without fail, and I will never again
let go of that which has become My possession, and this assurance should make
your life easier to bear, you should believe it and always consider yourselves as
My children who will safely return to their Father’s house under My guidance
....

Amen
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BD 4108 received 21.08.1947

Reference to events ....
Chaos ....
Speedy arrival ....

Expect My speedy arrival, for there is not much time until the end .... You will
shortly experience things which will confirm what My love has made known to
you long in advance .... namely, that the final phase before the end has already
started. You will wonder why I allow such disasters to happen, why I let such
immense adversity come upon humankind and I can only ever give you the
answer that it is necessary for those people who have as yet not recognised
Me and only ever look upon each event from an earthly point of view but
never associate people’s spiritual development with it. These are irrevocably
the final pangs, and the end will follow soon without fail. Time and again I
call your attention to the fact that you should not go through earthly life in a
secular-minded way, as it only lasts for a short time and it can still be of greatest
significance for you if you consider your purpose and make appropriate use
of life. However, you humans are half-hearted and complacent regarding My
admonitions and warnings, for you don’t believe in My Word. And I can’t give
you further proof about the truth of My Word, because you must take the right
path without influence, you must feel impelled from within to comply with My
will, otherwise your souls cannot mature. Yet you can draw visible proof from
the forthcoming event, for thereby I will come extraordinarily close to you,
revealing Myself to those who know about My gifts of grace and confirming
these to them so that they will be able to recognise Me. And those of you who
want to be of service to Me should know that you do not have a long lifetime
ahead of you and that the mission incumbent upon you allows for no further
delay, and that you, for the sake of this mission, should first convince yourselves
of the truth of My Word so that you can spread it without inhibition. And thus
you will see that everything I have proclaimed to you in Word and Scripture
will come true. You will learn to despise the world and examine the spiritual
kingdom more thoroughly, for your own advantage, for the transformation of
your soul. Countless beings of light are at My disposal, and through these I
influence you humans time and again by constantly steering your thoughts to
the forthcoming event, by allowing you to go through so much adversity and
misery until you yourselves will yearn for the downfall of Earth in order to
escape from the harsh pressures inflicted upon you by fellow human beings.
Then you will gradually prepare yourselves for the end, for then you will believe
in it and make an effort to live on earth to please Me. This time will be followed
by incredible chaos, during which you should trustingly expect My help from
utmost adversity, for I assured you of this and will not disappoint your faith.
And thus these Words of Mine are your best guarantee that no harm will come
to you even though you will be put under pressure from all directions. However,
you must give your love to Me, and if you love Me you will long for Me, and
for that reason I will come to fetch you from the place of perdition into My
kingdom, where you will never ever be persecuted again, where only I Am in
charge and evil is not allowed to enter. And all hardship will have come to an
end for the believers, but for the others the adversity will have just started, as
I have proclaimed .... they will be condemned into darkness .... they will be
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banished on the new Earth into creations which are beyond your imagination
until you populate the new Earth yourselves ....

Amen

BD 4115 received 31.08.1947

‘Take this and eat ....
this is My flesh and My blood ....’

I call to My Own: Prepare yourselves and consider that you will soon be called
back and need to proceed with the work for which I have hired you. The days
are counted and only a few are still granted to you. Then the truth of My Word
will be proven to you and you will become strong in faith. However, until then
you will still be subject to many different internal as well as external problems,
so that you will join Me increasingly more sincerely and I can grant you the
strength which will enable you to stand up to all opposition and become willing
labourers for Me. I persistently urge you to work diligently at improving your
soul, for I know how important it is that you don’t become half-hearted. I
Myself Am with you and, time and again, direct your thoughts to the spiritual
kingdom, I motivate you to seek contact with it and send messengers from the
kingdom of light to meet you, who will always instruct you according to your
understanding. And I Myself will enlighten you about anything you desire to
know. It is not My will that you should be troubled by doubts, hence I want to
dispel them by conveying the pure truth to you; so once you are enlightened and
convinced that you possess the truth, it will be easy to work for Me, for then you
will also advocate what I teach through My spirit within the person. And this
speaks in you as I Myself would speak to you were I among you. Consequently,
you can always ask Me questions and the right answer will come to you. For as
soon as you are called, you must defer your earthly task and first comply with
My request through the inner voice. First of all, I want to remove any doubt that
still burdens you and that you shall discard. I want to answer your questions
even if you don’t ask them out loud, for I Am aware of your most secret thoughts,
of your strength of will and your faith:

Firstly, keep to My Word which is offered to you from above. This Word comes
from Me directly or is offered to you through beings of light, which only comply
with My will and educate you according to My instructions. The man Jesus
taught in the same way on earth, for He was also a being of light and spoke to
people on My behalf, thus likewise according to My will. Hence, His Word was
the same Word that came forth from Me and therefore He could rightfully say
‘Anyone who hears Me hears the Father, for the Father and I are One ....’ My
voice sounded in Him, My strength was active in Him and My spirit completely
filled the man Jesus, Who, thus permeated by Me, was completely united with
Me. And this complete unity was the result of an exemplary life of love, a life of
selfless neighbourly love, as I demand of all people who want to become perfect.
A life of love therefore results in total unity with Me and this, in turn, the
mediation of My Word, the emanation of Myself .... I Am the Word, therefore
the Word is God .... Receiving and accepting the Word is spiritual nourishment
.... It is the bread from heaven which is offered by Me Myself to someone who
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is hungry and thirsty for it. And when I offer people the bread from heaven I
say ‘Take this and eat, that is My flesh and My blood’, after all, I Myself Am the
Word .... flesh and blood in the spiritual sense .... On the occasion of a physical
meal, the Supper with My disciples, I tried to explain to them the spiritual
meal; I wanted to encourage them to accept spiritual nourishment more often,
to enjoy My flesh and My blood in remembrance of Me, since then they would
always be able to unite with Me and be full of strength. The fact that I broke
the earthly bread and drank actual wine with My disciples at the same time
was of no great importance, for My disciples understood My meaning because
they were spiritually awakened, they lived a life of love and therefore also
understood My figurative comparison. Besides, they were meant to take Me as
an example .... they were meant to share all possessions with fellow human
beings in need of them .... to feed them physically and spiritually, and I linked
it to the promise of giving Myself to them .... they should find unity with Me
through distributing everything they possessed and their neighbour lacked in
order to receive My Word, through which I reveal Myself to all those who are
united with Me through works of love. I did not prevent people from using My
Words to create a process which can only be regarded as a purely external one,
which can only be said to have been metaphorically carried out if a person has
secured My presence first through a life of love, nor will I ever prevent it, so
as not to curtail your freedom of will; however, I will always provide people
with the right explanation through other spiritually enlightened people, who
therefore have the right understanding of My Words and will pass them on.
However, without the right understanding they will merely be an insignificant
formality which only gains in value if the spiritual meaning is observed, if
people hunger and thirst for accepting My Word, if they thus let themselves be
nourished by Me with the bread from heaven, with My flesh and My blood, in
order to be and forever remain united with Me ....

Amen

BD 4116 received 02.09.1947

The destruction of the old earth ....
Experience in the flesh ....
Warning ....

I told you that you will witness the destruction of the old earth while still in
the flesh and I say it again so that you will believe it. Your faith is weak, and
inwardly you refuse to accept the fact that you live in the last days. But My spirit
repeatedly tells you that the time of the end is close at hand .... Why don’t you
want to believe this? Since, on the other hand, you cannot deny the truth of My
revelations? And why do you hope for and expect progress, an improvement
of earthly conditions? Why does the thought of an end in combination with a
total destruction of the old earth seem unbelievable and unacceptable to you?
Because you would gladly continue to live, because you are not yet prepared
and do not sufficiently contemplate My Word, which very clearly explains to
you the necessity of a total transformation of the old earth and will guide you
into profound faith if you, with your will towards Me, absorb and accept every
Word as coming from heaven and live accordingly ....
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Even you, who should spread My Word, allow yourselves to be troubled by
doubt, and therefore do not represent My Word convincingly enough, you
allow yourselves to be undermined by objections to the contrary. Your faith is
not strong enough, in spite of your good will to serve Me. The reality of life affects
you and you find it impossible to reconcile it with the human being’s spiritual
destiny. Consequently you don’t support My revelations about the forthcoming
time diligently enough. You do not take My Word seriously enough yourselves,
hence I always have to give you the same urgent warning of the approaching end
again .... You will experience it while you are still in the flesh .... Does that not
tell you enough? Do you know what age you will reach? Could it be that you will
only live a short time? Only I know which day will be the last and I will keep
it a secret, but I will tell you that it is not far away and that you will serve Me
until the end .... Consequently you will have to experience the day and should
believe it!

You will be good labourers for Me because a convinced faith also lets you speak
convincingly. I need servants like you on earth who will strongly urge and
vividly describe to people the need for My working on earth and the spiritual
hardship humanity will experience if it does not receive help. You receive My
Word and are therefore already advanced in knowledge .... and yet you do not
want to believe although you will not reject or oppose it ....

For this reason I speak to you all the more insistently, because profound faith
is necessary if your words are to make an impact on your fellow human beings.
When you yourselves are convinced that what you hear through the voice of
the spirit is the absolute truth, then you are true representatives of My Word on
earth, and then you lend Me your mouth so that I can speak through it Myself.
Your task during the approaching time is to be My mouthpiece because I cannot
reveal Myself to people in any other way, but it is absolutely necessary that they
should hear Me Myself, although they are not always able to recognise My voice.
The extreme difficulties of the last days will come upon people with such severity
that they would have to despair without My help, without My Word. But if I
speak to them Myself they will be strong and able to resist even the greatest
adversity because My Words will have given them strength. Hence you should
render your services, because people have to be influenced without force, and
because I Myself will always be present when you, as mediators, engage people
in spiritual conversations and thus establish the connection between Me and
the people who are to be instructed, who urgently need My Word if they want
to endure until the end. And the end is coming soon .... I call to you time and
time again; you should believe My Words and with complete trust approach the
future, which will unfold as I told you well in advance in Word and Scripture
....

Amen
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BD 4117 received 07.09.1947

Much suffering - Much grace ....

Excessive suffering is an exceptional grace, even if you find this incomprehen-
sible; for My love does not want to let you humans slide into the delirium of
the world and confronts some of you with hours of starkest adversity in order
to bring you back to your senses, or the soul would remain empty-handed and
not progress in its spiritual development. Suffering must always be considered
as a means to render the human being helpless and make him aware of his
weakness, and as soon as the suffering has contributed towards the fact that
the soul turns to Me, that it appeals to Me for help and humbly entrusts itself
to Me, it is a great blessing and should therefore be viewed as a gift of grace.
For suffering leads to Me, whereas the joys of the world as well as all earthly
pleasures will achieve the opposite. Suffering motivates people to pray, without
prayer it is impossible to make contact with Me. Without prayer you cannot be
given the gift of grace, because prayer expresses the will and the longing for Me
and thus enables Me to meet the human being and, as fulfilment of his prayer,
give to him what he needs.

If, however, the human being is spared suffering, the body will continue to
reject the spirit when it wants to communicate with the soul in order to give
the person the right guidance and instruction. But it is absolutely essential
for spiritual progress, for reaching a high degree of maturity, that the soul be
instructed by the spirit and that the soul will thus unite with the spirit. For
this purpose I must absolutely grant help to the soul with My strength and
therefore must first be asked for it, because the human being’s will is decisive
and suffering impels its decision. Suffering can also harden a human heart, in
which case the person will drift away and no longer strive for ascent, and then
there is no other means that would be more successful. But as a rule suffering
leads to Me, generally a human being perfects himself through suffering and
then it has fulfilled its purpose. Subsequently, you should be grateful for it
and also acknowledge it as a grace; for earthly suffering is not a permanent
condition and extremely beneficial, providing you want to mature. Then you
will be eternally thankful to Me, and in the state of realisation earthly life will
be easier for you to understand and you will also be able to cope during the time
of great need, for then you will not live your life alone but with Me, because
you will open yourselves to Me in prayer and thus receive strength which you,
in turn, can use after your own will and with certainty will use for your spiritual
ascent, as you are destined to do ....

Amen
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BD 4125 received 16.09.1947

Last Judgment ....
Spiritualisation of earth ....

A strict judgment will be held at the end of times, that is, there will come a
time when the composition of earth can no longer be called earthly matter, but
when all material substances will have spiritualised themselves, so that even
the earth will have become a spiritual creation like many others in the universe,
each of which, however, lays claim to be a place of education for the spirit. And
earth will remain such a place of education for the spirit, only that its creations
as well as its inhabitants can be called spiritualised, that the living beings’ life
will proceed under different conditions and even their task cannot be compared
to their present one. Earth, too, will have to go through such an era after an
endlessly long period of time, and it is this era Jesus spoke about to His listeners
on earth.
Every material creation has to take this path of development, that is, it is
only condemned matter in the beginning and, after an infinitely long time,
after eternities which people will never be able to assess, it elevates itself to a
completely different level; it increasingly spiritualises itself and can finally only
be referred to as a spiritual creation. Yet these are immeasurably long periods
of time, because all banished spirits first have to take this earthly material path
so that matter will then have been completely overcome. Consequently, an
endlessly long time will still have to pass until the complete spiritualisation of
earth has occurred. And this duration of time is comprised of individual phases
of development again; each one on its own will be regarded as an eternity by as
yet unenlightened people, because many generations will have to accomplish
their full maturity during one such phase in order to attain a specific degree
of maturity which then is comparable to the spiritualisation on earth. Every
stage begins with spiritually highly mature people and ends with people whose
inclination to the abyss is so strong that it will be fulfilled, that they will be
banished again into the creations of the succeeding new earth. These phases
of development are in fact by human standards also infinitely long but they
will always come to an end one day, and time and again an era of development
will start anew. Yet at the end of times the spiritualisation of the once material
creation will proceed ever faster, and the tests of will, which happen in every
period, can become increasingly less, because all living creations will then feel
the same .... they will all desire to behold the countenance of God and therefore
strive ever more sincerely towards God, or they have already been too far
removed from God by the adverse power as to be able to return to God. And
this is why they later, in spiritual creations, have to stay as spirits in places to
which they are drawn and this is the harshest punishment which can come upon
God opposing spirits since it is, after all, a state of complete blindness, a state
of servitude, where helping only takes place against the servant’s will, yet the
person is unable to take any other path but to be of constant service until he
surrenders his resistance.
This, too, is a divine law, that every occurrence takes place on a small scale and
then repeats itself in infinitely diverse variations .... Jesus foresaw the end of
this time, but you humans are only able to look forward to times which allow
for humanly possible events .... All of you only take one Judgment Day into
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account .... But this will keep repeating itself as long as periods of Salvation
find their conclusion in accordance with divine will .... Every judgment will end
with the condemnation of the adversary’s adherents and an admission into the
spheres of light of those who remained faithful to God even in utmost adversity.
And thus the Last Judgment will also result in the total destruction of all matter,
but a completely spiritual new earth will arise, if only after such an endlessly
long time that it need not be mentioned so as not to give people a false sense
of security by proclaiming a new period of development in which they, in their
opinion, would be able to make up for their neglect.

The judgment which separates one period of Salvation from the succeeding one
will come irrevocably soon .... This shall be proclaimed by seers and prophets
who are called by God and whom He informs Himself through His spirit, for
it is necessary for the whole of humanity to face up to the approaching end, to
change their way of life and to improve their souls, for the time left to humanity
as a final gift of grace will pass quickly .... Soon the final hour will arrive and
with it the Judgment which will carry out a complete separation of the pure
from the impure ....

Amen

BD 4126 received 16.09.1947

Calm before the storm ....
Visible appearance of the Lord ....

A time of anxious misery and suffering lies before you and you can regard the
time prior to this, the time in which you presently live, as the calm before the
storm, during which you can still live your life within the scope of tradition,
during which you can still speak of a certain extent of prosperity compared to
the poverty and the deprivation which await you afterwards. And yet it will be a
time of grace, a time when I will be clearly recognisable, when life will only be
bearable if you deeply unite yourselves with Me in your thoughts, since then you
will never be alone but will always be able to have Me as your protection. And
I will also manifestly reveal Myself to you, I will approach individual people in
the shape of the One Who harboured Me in all fullness within Himself. And I
will be recognised wherever people’s love for Me is strong, even if I dwell as a
human being amongst people, for My eyes will tell them who I AM, and their
hearts will come aglow with such burning love for Me as they would never be
able to offer to a fellow human being. I will come to meet them with ardent love,
I will illuminate them where they lack knowledge and comfort them in hours of
distress and they will be able to overcome the most difficult situations and not
despair, for they will sense My help, and wherever I visibly approach them they
will be full of strength and profound faith. And once this fills a human heart
no oppressive adversity will be able to exist anymore, for then they will only
utterly rely on Me and I will truly not disappoint their faith. Yet anyone who
lives without Me will hardly be able to endure this time. I cannot leave him in
his spiritual adversity and will therefore have to sorely strike him with earthly
adversity until his opposition against Me slackens, until he starts to believe and
expects help from Me ....
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Thus all of you will be subjected to anxious distress and suffering through
which I want to win you over completely. Nevertheless, you also have abundant
strength and grace at your disposal which will help you to gain Me. I only want
your love and once I own it I will come to meet you .... in the last days even
visibly in order to strengthen your and other people’s faith, because you are in
need of extraordinary strengthening and consolation. Consequently, you won’t
need to fear the difficult time ahead of you either, for you will survive it with My
help. Nevertheless, it will remain a time of grace, and the yoke I impose upon
you will be an easy one if only you make correct use of the gift of grace. To be
allowed to behold Me with your physical eyes is truly worth the cross you will
have to bear until the end. Yet I will also offer Myself as a bearer of the cross to
those who take refuge in Me and appeal to Me for My help .... And for their sake
I will shorten the days until the end. I know every individual person’s problems,
and those who are faithful to Me are My true children who will really not call
upon Me in vain for help. Therefore don’t let My announcement frighten you,
approach the coming events determinedly and calmly, detach yourselves from
the world and wait for Me .... And I will come .... at first appearing to individual
people, in order to then fetch My Own into My kingdom .... in order to lead
them away from the place of perdition into to the kingdom of peace, where their
life will be as blissful as in paradise ....

Amen

BD 4128 received 22.09.1947

‘Only he who remains in love remains in Me, and I in him ....’

Love has to come alight in you if you want to be united with Me. Only he who
remains in love remains in Me and I in him. And thus you must feel impelled
by your heart to give love to your fellow human being, to make him happy and
gain his affection, you have to be in constant harmony with him, you have to be
a friend and brother to your neighbour, you have to share joy and suffering with
him and always endeavour to ease his fate on earth, and you must always be
willing to guide him correctly in spiritual matters, because the most important
and most pleasing activity of love is to save or benefit his soul. If you are impelled
by love, that is, if you feel urged from deep within yourselves to carry out works
of love, I Am closely united with you, for the feeling of love already shows that
I Am taking possession of you, it is an overflowing of My strength of love to
you, which is the result of your will turning towards good, thus an unconscious
turning towards Me.

I can certainly draw all of you to My heart, I can instantly kindle love in you
and in that case win all of you over for Myself, if I wanted to do so .... however,
in that case I would have no living creations as My image but only judged
beings without free will as a sign of their divinity. But I want to work and create
with perfect beings, I want to give them ultimate happiness because My love
for them is infinitely profound, and I can only do so if they have reached a
particular degree which people should and can reach on earth. And this is why I
must constantly admonish you to be eagerly active in love, because I want to be
united with you in order to be able to work in all fullness within you and thus
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increase the strength of your love, so that you become divine beings yourselves,
as was your destiny in the very beginning.

I want to be as one with you yet you must accomplish this merger of your own
free will .... And this is why you have to practise love yourselves, you must
constantly make an effort to do good works, you must change your feelings if
they have not yet come alight as love within you, you must want to be good
then you will also be able to become it, for I will bless such a will and give you
strength to implement it. You must want to be united with Me and I will come
to you and take possession of you with the intention of never letting go of you or
allowing you to separate yourselves from Me again. For My love is so profound
that it will not rest until total unification has taken place, because this was the
original state, because My living creations came forth from Me, because they
are strength from Me which inevitably has to return to Me again ....

Amen

BD 4131 received 28.09.1947

Justice ....
Equal rights ....
Mutual love ....

Even the sense of justice is subject to a law. It can certainly be increased many
times over, nevertheless, in cases relating to equal rights it has to be limited. For
it always has to be taken into consideration that both giving as well as taking are
first subject to the commandment of love. Giving is determined by love, insofar
that love has to be the driving force of giving, and thus every gift has to awaken
love in the recipient. For love is the fundamental substance of everything that
is visible to the human being, just as it must incessantly flow to all works of
creation if they are to continue to exist. Consequently, it requires the strength
of love if the offering is to awaken love in return and increase the strength in
itself. Giving is the evidence of love, but the receiving can take place without
love, in which case it will remain appropriately ineffective unless the recipient
is voluntarily partaking of the spiritual gifts from above which lead upwards
again. Earthly gifts can only have an earthly effect, that is, the giving part has to
take into account that his gift will indeed be accepted yet not valued differently
than a matter of fact and therefore awakens little or no love in return, which
would be classed as a spiritual failure. In that case, only the giver’s will is of
importance but not the act itself. The degree of love which urges a person to
give is always the decisive factor, this is why giving cannot be generalised, since
the degree of love is not always and towards all people the same; rather, the
human being has to exercise firm self-criticism, otherwise he will regard actions
as deeds of love which are merely the results of education or habits and thus
lack the driving force of love for a another person. The latter conduct of people
is doubtlessly commendable and therefore should not stop; nevertheless, every
act carried out by love has eternal value, because it results in the soul’s higher
maturity. Actions of love increase humanity’s spiritual state on earth, actions
of justice can certainly go hand in hand with love yet are generally only driven
by the feeling of formal thoughtfulness, which can be automatically carried out
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without the heart being involved and therefore does not follow the person as a
deed of love into eternity.

Just thinking and just conduct is expected of people, for the contrary has
detrimental effects on fellow human beings and is therefore unkindness; it is
a violation of the commandment of love. Consequently, just thinking and just
conduct can be regarded as the fulfilment of the commandment of love .... But
justice should not always be understood as equal rights .... because a demand
for absolute equality cannot always and by all people be made .... For even here,
laws apply which are subject to divine will. The human being should certainly
take care not to value himself too highly either way, thus he should not lay claim
to more than he is willing to give, he should give to another person what he
himself deems desirable, yet this will has to remain free, it must not be forcibly
aimed in one direction which, however, is the case when the reason for giving is
an acquired formality that a person complies with. Hence you should seriously
examine which feeling prompts you to put your will to give into practise. Don’t
be satisfied with a correct act which lacks all warmth but follow the urging of
your heart, then you will be governed by love and every thought, intention
and action will be good. However, in cases of emergency you should act fairly,
when not just one person relies on your help but when it is needed everywhere.
Don’t deny it to one person while you give it to the other but make an effort to
distribute and judge fairly. Give pleasure where you can and don’t try to keep
an anxious limit, for this stifles love, it does not awaken mutual love, and where
love is lacking there is no spiritual progress, even if you have effectively created
earthly order, yet divine order must be fulfilled first, and according to divine
law love comes first. Where it is observed all other good qualities will follow,
and this includes justice as well ....

Amen

BD 4136 received 05.10.1947

The Lord’s messenger before His coming ....
Help desperately needed ....

Remarkable gifts of grace can be offered to people and they walk past them
as if they were everyday occurrences. They can’t be troubled to examine them
earnestly, and although they hear what is offered to them as a most precious
gift of grace they do not apply it to themselves and, therefore, do not perfect
themselves according to My Will. And thus the time of grace will pass without
much benefit to them. The end is near. I will make Myself known in every
possible way, I will use every means to open their hearts so that I may enter
and teach them Myself. Consequently there will be twice as much work in the
forthcoming time and My servants should take their task seriously and not
deceive themselves by believing that their job is done. This short time before the
end requires exceptional assistance on My part and particularly keen activity
on the part of My servants on earth, if the souls are to be saved which are in
extreme distress. Although it seems that you will not be very successful, since
many will reject you, your work will not have been in vain.
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Someone will come and speak the same words to people that you have received
from Me. And people will compare and be surprised because they will recognise
that the content corresponds to what they have already received through Word
and Scripture. And again people will be offered a great opportunity to change
their way of life and to shape themselves in accordance with My will. Because
the messages from above will be so obviously consistent with the Gospel
preached by him, who is My forerunner before My last coming. Only a few
will recognise the extraordinary light and know that the time has come. The
majority, however, will disregard a gift of grace which My love repeatedly offers
to them. They cannot be helped anymore because it is their own free will as to
whether they accept or reject it and which I will never compel. But the time of
grace will be over soon, soon the hour will have passed and the last bell will toll.
And anyone who has not found his way back to Me by then will remain distant
from God for eternity and thus in a miserable state, which My love constantly
attempts to prevent .... but success is up to you humans yourselves ....

Amen

BD 4143 received 14.10.1947

Process of imparting the divine Word ....
Spirit - Soul - Body ....

Once the soul has united with its spirit the body will have lost its entitlement
to the soul, i.e., the soul will reject physical desires because they contradict
the spirit’s wishes. For this reason a union between soul and spirit can only
take place at those times when the body is not occupied with earthly activities
during which all thoughts and feelings, hence the soul, are focussed on this
activity. Although a human being’s activity may well correspond to divine will,
the spirit’s effectiveness nevertheless depends on the soul’s complete surrender
to the spirit, consequently it requires a person’s withdrawal into seclusion for
the spirit to make itself heard by the soul, especially if the conveyed spiritual
knowledge is also intended for fellow human beings, hence if it needs to be
written down. This is why proclamations from the spiritual kingdom, thus
the Father-Spirit’s emanations to the spiritual spark, can only be received in
seclusion, when the soul can unreservedly hand itself over to the spirit. Then
a complete connection between soul and spirit will be possible, so that God
Himself will be able to express Himself through the spirit, so that the soul will
spiritualise itself and during moments of contact with the eternal Father-Spirit
receive, understand and subsequently inform those people of His Word who
desire to know the outcome of the retreat. Only then will the soul establish
contact with the body and inform the latter of what it has received from the
spiritual kingdom ....

Amen
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BD 4167 received 14.11.1947

Battle of faith ....
Breakdown of human work ....
Church of Christ ....

The last days before the end will show the strength of resistance people will
muster who belong to the true Church of Christ, in contrast to those who pay
more homage to the human structure which they will see disintegrate in view
of the battle of faith. For it will be a time when no compromises will be made,
when everyone will have to make a clear decision, when religious doctrines
will be unravelled down to the last detail and will therefore also necessitate
thinking about and when everything of an external nature cannot stand up to
serious criticism and will therefore be condemned or rejected. Only then will
people realise how worthless it was and how much grace and strength rests
in true faith and the heartfelt bond with Me which lacks all formality. People
will see something fall apart which they portray as permanent and they will
have to realise that those without enforced commandments have a far stronger
faith and are far closer to Me through their way of life and their will, which
looks for and strives towards Me constantly. All ecclesiastical performances will
become subject to the measures of those who fight against spiritual issues, and
only someone who longs for Me from the bottom of his heart, who receives
My Word and with My Word also My strength, will prove himself .... Then
much will be abolished which seems important to people now, and they will
have to relinquish it and content themselves with silent contemplation without
external actions, without pomp and glamour and without teachers who were
not enlightened by Me and therefore unsuitable for the office of a minister. And
they will have to acknowledge that I Myself have chosen My servants on earth
and given them the task to instruct their fellow human beings and to convey the
truth to them .... And blessed are those who will then accept the truth, who will
make an effort to live according to My will and who use the short time until the
end for their soul’s development, for they will bear up and persevere until the
end ....

Amen

BD 4169 received 17.11.1947

Divine revelations can be accepted without scrutiny ....
Love ....

A divine revelation should and must be taken seriously, otherwise the recipient
is not worthy of it. Various possibilities to solve earthly problems certainly
exist, earthly things can be viewed from various angles, an earthly problem
can be answered in different ways, depending on the human being’s attitude,
however, in a spiritual respect there is only one truth, there is only one solution,
and this solution is given by God Himself to those who desire it and are
worthy of it. And despite the worthiness, the transmission of truth through
revelations of the spirit is a very special grace which must be acknowledged,
just as that which God imparts to people through revelations is beyond all
doubt and may therefore be accepted without any examination. And, indeed, as
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soon as God Himself is acknowledged as the source of spiritual revelations his
communications are no longer doubted. Yet it is precisely the source of spiritual
revelation that is frequently questioned, and then the human being will not
be entirely convinced that the content corresponds to the truth. However, the
Word speaks for itself, and it speaks in a language which can certainly be
understood by all those who live a life of love .... Kind-hearted people, who
develop increasingly higher, can also affirm the content of the proclamations,
for they grasp the truth and are on the right track with their thoughts, nothing
will seem implausible to them, instead, they accept every Word and arrange
their life accordingly. Yet a person who lacks love will find it more difficult
to believe unconditionally. God’s working is incomprehensible to them, and
neither can they completely appreciate the content, for love is the key to truth,
love is indispensable if the human being wants to penetrate the truth through his
acceptance of divine revelations. They can only be advised to practise acting with
love, for only through this they will understand everything and disperse every
doubt. Through love he will make contact with God and can subsequently also
be instructed by God Himself. Then he will know the truth, he will be allowed
to receive profound knowledge, it will be easy for him to believe, since the truth
speaks for itself, and the Word of God will always be pure and unadulterated
truth, because it originates from the One Who is the eternal Truth Himself ....

Amen

BD 4170 received 18.11.1947

God’s call within your heart ....

You have to heed the need of the moment, i.e. you have to hold yourselves in
readiness, so when you hear My call within your heart you will be able to serve
Me without hesitation, for the hour of taking up your post is near. And the
sign and evidence of My Word’s truthfulness rests upon the fact that worldly
obligations no longer seem important to you once you have heard My voice,
which clearly instructs you what to do. You will have no further desire for this
world but only find joy in your spiritual work, and you will receive help in
accomplishing it because it is My will. This time will be preceded by a spiritual
drought, a time when you will hunger for My Word, for lively activity in the
spiritual field, and when you will lack every opportunity for spiritual debate.
Although you will receive My Word, and My love will always take care of you,
you will find yourselves isolated amidst a world with a zest for life which is
unable to give you anything. You will get little sympathy from other people and
therefore feel down-hearted but move ever closer to Me, and thus your hunger
for My nourishment for your soul will increase, until you suddenly hear Me
inside yourselves .... And then the hour will have come for your mission to begin
.... And I will make sure that you will be able to start your work, that you will
lose all shyness, that all reservation and fear will leave you.

You will only speak, think and act in accordance with My will, you will represent
Me Myself on earth, that is, you will speak what you receive through My spirit,
you will be living witnesses of My Word. You will go amongst people as My
disciples again and proclaim to them My Word, with the addition that the end
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is near and that I will come Myself to fetch My Own when the time has arrived
which I have determined since the beginning of eternity. And, in order for you
to speak freely and unimpeded, I will place people by your side who will provide
you with worldly support, who will accompany you as faithful followers, who
will protect and shield you from the world, although you will always enjoy My
protection and I will not leave you until the end. But I will also take care of
you in an earthly way and you should fulfil your task without concern, because
your mission will completely drain your strength, and therefore you shall be
free from all earthly worries. But I ask of you to pass on the gifts you receive
from Me and thus make them accessible to other people; to carry My Word into
the world verbally as well as in print, to spread the truth and thus inform your
fellow human beings of My working, so that their thoughts are directed to the
spiritual kingdom. And I will bless your service to Me, I will give you strength
until the end and one day will reward your work in eternity ....

Amen

BD 4171 received 20.11.1947

Working for God and His kingdom ....

And thus a new phase will start for you, a time full of activity for Me and My
kingdom .... and you will not regret having offered your services to Me, since
you will feel the blessing of the work, you will multiply My church, the flock of
believers around you will expand and you will be able to teach, and My spirit
will constantly manifest itself through you. You will always be certain of My
presence and this awareness will make you confident amongst people of hostile
mind. For it will remain a battle of truth against lies and error, because humanity
is already too deeply entangled in the latter. Nevertheless, people will, at first,
be willing to listen to you, and the time following the natural disaster should
be used since you will be able to speak freely, unimpeded by worldly power.
Therefore I will need faithful labourers during this time and always seek to invite
them, since help needs to be brought to those whose hearts were hardened by
their destiny, and who will be looking far and wide for an explanation of the
cause and purpose for this natural event. They will still possess a modest faith in
divine justice, and then it will be particularly important to provide people with
what they long for: light and strength, fullest understanding and a living faith
in Me Myself, Who will speak to them through you in order to draw them close
to Me and gladden them with My presence.

You will have to achieve a great task and thus will be guided in a worldly way
such that you can fully devote yourselves to this task. Therefore you should be
ready and wait for My call, and not hesitate to comply with it when you hear
it within yourselves. Because I will guide your fate such that you can be at My
disposal at any time, because time demands urgent action. You, however, shall
receive clear vision and perception and will therefore always know where your
work is needed and where it can be successful. I will lead the people to you
whom I want to help through you and who are willing to believe .... For I will
take care of all people who are not entirely subject to My adversary and who
are of good will. I will approach them with My Word, I want to speak to them
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through you, and I want to win them over for Me and My kingdom, so that they
will be eternally blessed.

Amen

BD 4172 received 22.11.1947

Seeming contradictions in God’s Word ....

Don’t take exception to the contradictions which seem to exist in My Word but
consider the fact that your intellect cannot grasp everything My spirit imparts
to you. Accept in good faith in Me and My love, wisdom and omnipotence that
everything offered to you from above is not comparable to earthly wisdom; that
even that which seems impossible to you is possible in the kingdom of the free
spirits. Two worlds exist, the spiritual and the earthly world, and both stand
in opposition to each other. However, it is My goal to spiritualise the earthly
world, to educate it such that it can join the spiritual world in order to finally
be a spiritual world itself. And on this earth, amid the earthly world, a spiritual
world can also be established through the unification of those people who are
in contact with the spiritual kingdom, who receive spiritual knowledge, strive
spiritually and are thus averted to the earthly world and only still accomplish the
work which has been assigned to them for their earthly life. They will likewise
be in opposition to worldly-minded people who belong to the earthly world,
and their thinking will also seemingly be in contradiction to the thoughts of the
general public, for a spiritually directed eye sees things differently, the ear hears
differently, and the soul feels differently than is otherwise the norm, and the
earthly-minded person will not understand him. Then two worlds exist side by
side and their inhabitants can be at various distances from Me even though they
are together. One of them can understand that which he hears from Me, for the
other it is and will remain inaudible or strange if it is passed on to him.

And this is what you have to accept if you want to judge My gifts from above.
Whatever I give to one person corresponds to his maturity of soul, and it need
not be wrong by any means if it seems incomprehensible to someone else. In that
case it is not the gift itself which should be questioned but the person’s degree
of maturity which is therefore insufficient to grasp spiritual knowledge. In that
case it concerns information which goes above and beyond earthly knowledge,
not commandments or proclamations intended to clarify My will to people but
more profound wisdoms touching upon subjects beyond human knowledge.
Then My Word will have to be the guarantee for truth, for neither examinations
nor your own findings can provide you with proof. However, enlightened people
will be able to believe it, that is, accept it as truth with complete inner conviction
because they let their heart speak more than their intellect. For the heart is in
contact with Me, the human being feels the truth, he does not make use of his
intellect in order to seek the evidence of what is an inner conviction for him.
Strive towards the spiritual world and your thoughts will be spiritually inclined,
i.e., you will also be able to grasp spiritual concepts. Create the world that is
your actual goal on earth already .... Detach yourselves from the earthly world
by not desiring it any longer, instead only seek to carry out your earthly task ....
to shape yourselves into beings whose greatest aspiration rests in their love for
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Me and their fellow human beings and thus approach Me, which aim to bring
their nature into line with Mine by doing deeds of unselfish neighbourly love
.... And you will become brightly enlightened and capable of understanding the
most profound wisdom which, however, will never originate from the earthly
but only from the spiritual world and be exceedingly valuable. And nothing
you are offered from above will seem contradictory to you, you will be able to
believe, i.e., be fully convinced, you will know the truth ....

Amen

BD 4174 received 23.11.1947

Call to work ....
The mission of God’s servants ....

How you will hear My call to work for Me and My kingdom depends on each
of My servants’ state of maturity on earth, because I need many labourers in
My vineyard and everyone who is ready will be given the task he can meet in
accordance with his ability, which again depends on his soul’s maturity. One
person will feel an inner urge to speak about spiritual things, to attract people to
Me and lead his fellow human beings into faith, he will be called by Me through
an inner desire. I will effectively place this task into his feeling and he will accept
this feeling and comply with the inner desire.
Another person will hear the inner voice; he will follow an inwardly prompted
train of thought. He will be unable to detach himself from ideas which will
motivate him so much that he will have to discuss them, and I will bring him
into contact with people to whom he can talk about his thoughts and enter into
spiritual conversations which inspire the fellow human being to dwell on it, and
thus he will likewise be invited to My kingdom.
But I will also make Myself audibly heard to My servants, whose particularly
advanced state of maturity allows for it. I will tell them clearly and understand-
ably how they should work for Me, where they should go and what they should
teach. And they will have a very special mission .... they will, encouraged by My
spirit within themselves, preach My Word where My adversary is openly active
.... where misguided teachings are spread by people who also call themselves
My servants but who have not yet received the pure truth from Me because they
refuse to accept it.
This mission requires a special ability .... it requires the gift of oratory, which
My servant need not have but which will be given to him during his time
of working for Me because he will have attained a certain degree of maturity
allowing the working of My spirit through him. But at the same time the person
has to intellectually grasp what he, prompted by My spirit, is saying. He has to
be able to cope with hostile attacks and disprove any contention of My Word.
Although he indeed merely has the task to spread My Word, the pure truth
from Me, he will also have to speak freely since debates will arise which make
intellectual activity indispensable. Furthermore, the comprehensively informed
challengers have to acknowledge My servant’s spiritual superiority if they are to
pay attention to what they will be told, as they will argue about important and
profound problems which can only be handled by an awakened and spiritually
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enlightened human being with Me Myself as a teacher, and therefore also
presents himself confidently and is not afraid to contradict those who pride
themselves in being intelligent and knowledgeable.
These servants will receive a special call; they will audibly hear My voice within
themselves so that they will be completely certain of My will and then totally
subordinate themselves to it. If they win one of these teachers over for Me
and My doctrine, for the absolute truth, which they can only receive from Me
Myself through you, it will be a great spiritual success because he, in turn, will
then likewise campaign for the truth again and teach a larger circle, and thereby
make My Word available to many people in its purest form and for the benefit
of everyone.
Anyone ordained for this mission can call himself a servant of God with full
conviction because he will speak on My behalf, he will only do My will, he
will be guided by Me and take every step in My company, he will only be My
mouthpiece so that I can manifest Myself to people without infringing their
freedom of faith or will. For this reason I need such servants devoted to Me
during the last days before the end because work has to be done everywhere
and constantly in order to make My pure Word accessible to people, which is
blessed with My strength but which also comes directly from Me and is sent to
earth in order to liberate people from misconceptions ....

Amen
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